Episode 12: From Brighton to Baku
Summary
Nick’s English friend Paul wrote a book about a personal journey that took him from
being unemployed on Brighton Beach in the UK to working at the European Games
in Baku and then at the Olympics in Rio. In this episode he talks about his journey.

Transcript
Nick: Today I’m talking to my friend Paul about, umm, a personal journey, uhh, that
he shared with people in a book. Umm, and it’s a kind of a rags to riches1 story, if
you could call it that. Do you think that’s, uhh, fair enough Paul?
Paul: Yeah, it’s definitely transformation, yeah. Umm, the money aspect doesn’t
really come into it, so technically, I suppose, it’s not really rags to riches, but
definitely, umm, moving from one place, which wasn’t particularly pleasant or fruitful
to, uhh, a far better one.
Nick: And so this was quite a quick transformation, I guess in the end.
Paul: Uhh, well actually I’d say the opposite.
Nick: Oh is that right?
Paul: Because in the beginning when I first found out that I was to lose my job,
umm, I didn’t really have any skills other than the one that I was employed to use.
Of course I was losing that job and didn’t particularly like that job, (despite) great
people. Umm, so I realised that I needed to do a few things and one of those things
was to get myself some good skills and become fairly decent at them.
Nick: OK. So in the … in your book you talk about being on Brighton Beach in
England, this sort of famous beach in England, and was that the moment when you
were just standing there thinking, ‘Right, I’ve got to … I’ve really got to do
something.’

1

rags to riches (fixed expression): going from poor to wealthy
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Paul: It was, literally that, yeah. I thought, ‘I’ve got to wake up here and stop
bumbling around2.’ I was having fun and life was good, but I wanted to … I knew I
could achieve something if I put my mind to it. I never really, uhh, did that though,
so I didn’t know what I could achieve specifically, or what skills I needed or indeed
wanted.
Nick: And so did you just … at that point, did you just have this idea that you
wanted to make changes, but did you know the changes you wanted to make or did
you just have the will3?
Paul: I had the will, yeah, exactly right. I knew that I had to, uhh, make some
changes, didn’t really know which changes specifically. So I began by asking myself
some big questions - VIQs, I call them in the book: very important questions. Like,
‘What did I want more of? Less of? What skills did I want? What was I good at that I
thought I could develop?’ And so on4 from there.
Nick: OK, and so how did you then put those into action?
Paul: Umm, that’s a good question, what did I do? I just … uhh, I knew the Internet
was the way forward for me and I didn’t really understand how, but I’d always …
one of the answers I came up with was, umm, I wanted to develop my writing skills
because I’d always enjoyed writing and always believed that I was OK at it. Umm,
I’m being, I suppose, slightly modest there. Everyone’s got their skill and that was
mine, and I wanted to, uhh, to develop that. So I wanted to look at the various, uhh,
types of writing that people get paid for, umm, everything from novelists to the thing
I eventually, sort of, stumbled upon5 , which was copy writing.
Nick: OK.
Paul: So yeah, looked into that and went from there.
Nick: And you obviously, within your family background, there’s a history of
journalism and things like that, right?
Paul: There is, yeah, yeah. My Dad was sports writer … sorry, sports editor at
Reuters for 18 years, and, umm, yeah, he taught me one or two bits about subbing,
sub-editing. I had a letter when I was in my mid-teens. I can’t remember who it was
to, or indeed what it said. But I showed him this side of writing and he said to me,
2

bumbling around: messing around, not doing anything productive or worthwhile

3

will: motivation, desire

4

and so on: and more similar things

5

stumbled upon (phrasal verb: to stumble upon): to find by accident
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‘You can lose that comma, you can change that, that whole paragraph you’ve
already said in the earlier paragraph,’ and I looked at it, and [after his father had
edited it] it was a third of the length that it originally had been. And two things struck
me. One was, ‘That’s my letter, you know, what have you done with my letter?’ And
the second thing that struck me was, you know, ‘You’re good, and I need to, uhh,
heed6 this lesson.’
Nick: OK, and then you identified copywriting as something you wanted to do, and
then what did you do from there?
Paul: So from there, I, umm, continued to learn as much as I could about the
commercial aspects of the Internet and how businesses use writing and copy and
various, uhh, techniques within copy to get what they want, you know, to get people
to do certain things. Umm, things like lots of, umm, techniques and methods that
have come from, umm, direct mail and direct copywriting, umm, from years and
years ago, decades ago. Umm, such as the call to action, you know, just asking
people or suggesting, you know, or telling people what you want them to do. So it’s
this idea of having a dead end7 at the end of a webpage. Do you let people just
read what you put and they don’t know what to do so they click back or go
anywhere else, or you get them to the end of the page and you say, ‘Sign up here
to read more, uhh, buy this, click here to download it.’ What is it that you want
people to do, and then you have to put that there.
Nick: OK. And so then what did you do from that point on? Did you start your own
websites?
Paul: Yeah I remember I signed up to receive all the free ebooks I could, and
podcasts, and webinars, and, uhh, email courses that I could and one of those
emails said, ‘What do you know?’, as in, ‘What can you teach others?’ And that’s
when I really thought, ‘Well English I suppose is the thing that, uhh, I know that
other people could benefit from,’ so yeah, that became the beginning of my first site
which was called, and is called, the englishlanguageexpert.com, and I put together
a few ebooks for it, and an email-based, umm, course, with just some simple, easy
lessons on there, and it’s relatively successful, you know. It gets visits from
hundreds of countries around the world and, uhh, fairly decent numbers, uhh, not
compared to some sites, but more than others. But I enjoy it, and I enjoy the fact
that, you know, what I’ve put out there helps people.
Nick: No, that’s great. And so was that what led you then back towards more into
the journalism field again, because now you’re doing a lot of sub-editing work?

6

heed (verb): to pay careful attention to, often used (as in this case) with learning lessons

7

dead end: a road or something similar with no exit
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Paul: Yeah, so when I lost that job, uhh, in 2006 - I knew about it in 2005, and it
happened, uhh, almost a year later - and then I fell back into TV because, you
know, lots of reasons, which I won’t go into here and now, but I ended up back in
another full-time job in television and I was determined to make that one, umm,
shorter, uhh, a shorter stay and when I left, I would be leaving to go and do the
writing, the writing side of it.
So fast-forward a few years and I took voluntary redundancy8 in 2013 and again I
asked myself, ‘Who do I want to write for? What kind of work do I want to do?’
Umm, and the football world cup - I’m a big football fan - and the world cup was the
following year in Brazil (2014), and I thought, ‘Well that’s too soon, they’ll have
covered that, they’ll have it sorted.’ Umm, but the (2016) Olympics at that point,
obviously, three years away, uhh, I quite fancied the idea of going to Rio. So this is
the one and only time I kind of used my Dad’s, umm, legacy and name and, umm,
the clout9 that he had which I hadn’t realised that he had when he was alive, that
all, umm, came to me really after he’d died, but, umm … so I found the name of
someone to contact, umm, that person was very helpful, and, umm, then I got a call
from that same person a day or two later suggesting I go to Nanjing and the Youth
Olympics the following summer, which I did. I really enjoyed it, great people, and,
umm, from that I got hired to work at the European Games in Baku, summer 2015,
and here I am with you in Rio.
Nick: OK, that’s great. So you had, you know, you targeted this event three years
ago and here you are.
Paul: Indeed.
Nick: And so the … Baku is an interesting one because that forms the title, or is it
the subtitle, of your book?
Paul: Yeah, the kind of sub-title, and I’ll explain the title. So the book’s main title is
Pazzabaijan. Umm, so called because I’ve been known as ‘Pazza' by friends at
home since I was about 17. I’m 44 now. So when I returned from Azerbaijan, the
title was there for me, waiting, and I think I had the title some months before I even
went there. Umm, but then it dawned on me10 that this is the end of a story and the
beginning is clear, the middle’s clear, and it kind of, I don’t want to say it wrote itself
‘cause it was hard work writing it, but it was all in my mind and I’d written some bits

8

redundancy: when you lose your job because your employer is downsizing; voluntary redundancy
is when the employer announces that a certain number of people need to be made redundant, and
some employees volunteer for this in exchange for a redundancy package (money).
9

clout: strong influence

10

it dawned on me: I suddenly became aware
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previously for various blog posts, so I just had to piece things together, edit it, get
the cover designed, format it and do the other bits.
Nick: OK, so it’s Pazzabaijan, and then…
Paul: Pazzabaijan, uhh, yeah: from Brighton to, uhh, to Baku.
Nick: That’s great, so you can really see that whole journey. And you were telling
me a couple of days ago that the reason … one of the reasons you wanted to write
it was as a kind of an instruction for your daughters.
Paul: Yeah … because my Dad was, uhh, very successful in his work and he
travelled a lot and my parents divorced when I was quite young, so I didn’t, umm …
and as I said, you know, I didn’t know the full extent of his, umm, of his career and
the influence and impact he had, and I wanted to do the opposite for my girls. So
yeah, I wanted to, and continued to want, to share the knowledge I have and, uhh,
and who I am as much as I can with them.
Nick: OK, that’s great, so hopefully the journey continues for you and for them.
Paul: Thanks very much.
Nick: Alright, thanks Paul.
Paul: Thanks Nick.
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Comprehension Questions
1. Why did Paul originally decide to make changes in his life?
2. What did his Dad do when Paul showed him a letter when Paul was a teenager?
What lesson did Paul learn from this?
3. Why, in particular, does Paul want his writing to serve as instruction for his
daughters?

Exercises
Use the words and expressions in the footnotes of the transcript to fill in the gaps.
1. Yesterday, while we were wandering around town, we _______ a great new
restaurant.
2. In a famous fairytale, Cinderella goes from _______ on the night of the ball.
3. Those who don’t _______ the lessons of history are doomed to repeat them.
4. If you don’t have the _______, you won’t succeed at anything.
5. After the global economic crisis, many people lost their jobs through _______.
6. If you walk up narrow alleyways in old towns, you often come to a _______.
7. He doesn’t have a job and he’s just _______ without any direction.
8. And then suddenly _______ that what I was looking for had been right in front of
me the whole time.
9. Apple has a lot of _______ in the technology world. When they release a new
product, people pay attention.
10. Many countries in Latin America are Spanish-speaking countries, such as
Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia _______.
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Discussion Questions
Discuss these questions with a partner or in the English in 10 Minutes Listeners
group on Facebook:
1. Have you or anyone you know ever faced a situation like Paul when he decided
he needed to make big changes in his life? What did you/they do?
2. Would you be comfortable writing about your past doubts and failures in the way
that Paul did? Why or why not?
3. What do you think about Paul’s idea of writing in part so his daughters know who
he is and what he knows? Do you or would you write for your children in this
way?

Answers
Comprehension Questions
1. He decided to make changes because he lost his job and he wanted to work in
a different area but he lacked skills.
2. His Dad severely edited his letter, which made Paul realise how good his Dad
was at editing and how Paul needed to learn from him.
3. He wants to share more of who he is, and what he knows, with his daughters,
because he believes that was missing from his relationship with his father.
Exercises
1. stumbled upon
2. rags to riches
3. heed
4. will
5. redundancy
6. dead end
7. bumbling around
8. it dawned on me
9. clout
10. and so on
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